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wenty years ago, the flames of a Titan IVB/Centaur rocket split the pre-dawn sky over Cape Canaveral, Florida. On 15 October 1997, the Cassini-Huygens spacecraft embarked on a 2.2 billion-mile journey to the ringed giant, Saturn. It has been in orbit since July 2004, offering glimpses of strange environments almost a billion miles from home. This joint mission from NASA, the European Space Agency (ESA) and the Italian Space Agency (ASI) launched the careers of hundreds of scientists (myself included) and enthralled millions across the globe. On 15 September 2017, this grand old spacecraft will finally crash into Saturn and, ultimately, become a part of the planet itself.
From solstice to solstice
Saturn has orbited the Sun almost 14 times since Galileo first glimpsed the giant planet and its "strange appendages" in 1610 (later explained by Christiaan Huygens as a broad, extended system of rings). The variable appearance of those rings over Saturn's 29.7-year orbit revealed a planet with an axial tilt of 27°, not unlike our own, subjecting the gas giant to seasonal extremes of sunlight and polar night. Earth-based observatories and fly-bys from the Pioneer 11 and Voyager spacecraft in 1979-81 provided intriguing snapshots of Saturn's hazy atmosphere (Orton et al. 2009 ), but a comprehensive understanding of how a gas giant's climate, meteorology, chemistry and clouds respond to seasonal extremes had to await the Cassini-Huygens mission. Cassini's sophisticated suite of remotesensing instruments (see box in Coates 2017 p4.22) has stripped away Saturn's serene appearance to deliver our most comprehensive characterization of a seasonal giant planet, revealing a dynamic and everchanging atmo sphere shaped by physical processes that are both eerily familiar and altogether alien (figure 1).
The 13-year lifespan of Cassini's orbital mission has been key for those studying the slow seasonal evolution of the planet's atmosphere. Saturn has a 29.7-year orbital period, with southern summer solstice in October 2002. At Cassini's July 2004 arrival at Saturn, the south pole was bathed in permanent sunlight and the northern, winter hemisphere was hidden from the view of terrestrial observers, shadowed by Saturn's rings (figure 2a). Colour imaging showed that the familiar, yellow ochre appearance of Saturn gave way, at these cold winter latitudes, to blue hues more reminiscent of Uranus and Neptune. This blue colour derived from skies clear of aerosols, meaning that sunlight could travel further through the red-absorbing methane gas in Saturn's atmosphere, leaving only blue light to be reflected. This asymmetry in colour between the two hemispheres hinted at seasonal effects (a hazier summer hemisphere, clear skies in winter) that we would expect to reverse as the mission progressed.
Cassini's prime mission (2004-08) traced the evolution of the atmosphere through late northern winter. The first mission extension (2008-10) continued this exploration through northern spring solstice (August 2009), a time when both the northern and southern hemispheres were equally illuminated, and the rings appeared edge-on from Earth. The second mission extension, known as the solstice mission (2010-17), allowed us to continue exploring all the way through to the northern summer solstice in May 2017. Today, as Cassini Saturn's seasonal atmosphere Leigh N Fletcher examines the spectacular meteorology that Cassini's long mission uncovered beneath the apparently serene surface of Saturn.
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completes its Grand Finale, Saturn is entering northern summer. Cassini has now witnessed every season on Saturn, from solstice to solstice -summer and autumn in the south, and winter and spring in the north. Furthermore, Cassini has followed Saturn from perihelion (closest to the Sun, 1.4 billion km) to near aphelion (furthest from the Sun, 1.5 billion km). Never before have we had such a complete seasonal characterization of a giant planet atmosphere.
Slow seasonal evolution
Cassini's suite of remote-sensing instruments allows the spacecraft to measure light from microwave wavelengths (using the passive radar), through the infrared, visible and ultraviolet spectrum. Together, these measurements allow us to develop a three-dimensional understanding of Saturn's atmosphere, from the churning, cloud-forming region known as the troposphere, high into the stratosphere and upper atmosphere. The atmosphere is dominated by hydrogen and helium gas accreted when Saturn formed 4.5 billion years ago. Mixed in are trace amounts of gaseous species, derived from the most common elements (carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus) present in their hydrogenated molecular forms (methane, water, ammonia, hydrogen sulphide and phosphine). Some of these species condense in the troposphere to form a stack of cloud decks, starting with water ice at the deepest levels, followed by a solid compound called ammonium hydrosulphide, and then ammonia ice at the topmost levels. A direct consequence of cloud condensation is that these volatile molecules (ammonia, hydrogen sulphide and water) are seen in only small quantities above the clouds, with deeper reservoirs hidden far below the levels that Cassini can reach. Water, for example, remains elusive at depth (Fouchet et al. 2009 , West et al. 2009 ).
The banded structures, swirling vortices and storms observed on Saturn are seen in sunlight reflected back from the topmost condensed cloud decks in the upper troposphere. The dynamics of the cloud-forming region are primarily influenced by the processes transporting energy and material from below, and therefore do not show strong differences as a function of season. The same is not true of the chemistry and aerosol properties of the upper troposphere and stratosphere, where hemispheric differences that were evident at the start of the mission have now reversed.
Saturn never gets cold enough for methane to condense, so this molecule is mixed throughout the planet's atmosphere and can rise to stratospheric levels where solar ultraviolet light can split it apart. This photochemical reaction initiates a chemical chain that generates a soup of hydro carbon species throughout the stratosphere (ethane and acetylene being the most common products). These hydrocarbons are produced in sunlight and are moved around by large-scale circulation. Some of these hydrocarbons, combined with other photolytic chemicals such as diphosphine (from phosphine photolysis) and hydrazine (from ammonia photolysis) sink downward to form Saturn's ubiquitous hazes, just like smog on Earth. Light scattering within these hazes obscures deeper structures and is probably what lends Saturn its golden appearance -and is one reason why Saturn's atmosphere appears serene and calm compared to turbulent Jupiter.
The efficiency of the chemistry and cloud formation, and the strength of the atmospheric circulation, vary from place to place as a result of seasonal differences in sunlight (and maybe even ring shadowing). These combine to create a vast, intricately connected system that shows distinct seasonal cycles. We see cycles in atmospheric temperatures (Fletcher et al. 2015) , as infrared observations have shown that Saturn's stratosphere warms by up to 40-50° from winter to summer as the Sun's irradiation is absorbed by aerosols and methane. We see cycles in the colour differences between summer (the familiar yellow ochre) and winter (blue hues) from the chemical formation and dissipation of scattering aerosols. We see cycles in the abundances of chemical species, with summer Sun sometimes helping to produce more of one gas (e.g. hydrocarbons), and sometimes helping to destroy another (e.g. phosphine or ammonia). Today, many of the north-south seasonal contrasts that we saw at the start of Cassini's mission have completely reversed. But slow seasonal change is not the only process shaping Saturn's atmo sphere: Saturn's spectacular meteorology also plays a part.
Dynamic weather patterns
Saturn's vast hydrogen-helium bulk is slowly contracting as it ages, relinquishing stored energy as heat that makes the planet self-luminous at infrared wavelengths (a trait shared by all giant planets except Uranus). This deep, internal energy manifests as convective motions within the interior, transporting primordial energy upwards to the thin veneer of atmosphere called the weather layer. Here, Saturn's meteorology is shaped by a balance between internal energy, energy released as latent heat from condensing gases (such as water and ammonia) and energy provided by the Sun. Furthermore, Saturn's rapid 10-hour rotation organizes the meteorology into bands of different temperatures, separated by powerful eastward and westward wind jets. These bands are sometimes disrupted by distinct clouds and oval-shaped vortices, deriving their energy from unstable eddies and ascending convective plumes (del Genio et al. 2009 ). Saturn's banding appears more subdued than that of Jupiter because of the obscuring overlying hazes, but can be clearly seen in infrared light that penetrates down to deeper levels.
Cassini can measure these winds at the cloud tops by tracking small puffy white clouds as they race around the planet. The wind jets appear to be generally stable in terms of their strength and location over long spans of time, with the exception of the large eastward jet that dominates Saturn's equatorial region. This jet appears to have both weakened and strengthened over time, but the situation is made complex because the jet velocity varies with height, and no-one quite knows whether the cloud tracers are always at the same altitude. We'll return to the weird dynamics of Saturn's tropics below. The jets themselves are powered by the eddies and convective plumes that we see at the smallest scales, and represent an example of an "inverse energy cascade" from the smallest scales of individual clouds to the large global scale of the jets. Also, the jets we measure lie near the top of the troposphere, and may represent the tip of the iceberg for a larger scale circulation pattern deep below the cloudsknowledge of the winds, temperatures and chemistry at these depths is something that Cassini cannot provide.
Intriguingly, Saturn's organized banded structure extends from the tropics to the poles, irrespective of season. This is counter to what Juno is currently discovering on Jupiter, where the distinct coloured bands give way to a much more chaotic and turbulent environment at the highest latitudes. Indeed, as we describe below, Saturn's poles exhibit unique phenomena.
Polar vortices
Saturn's poles experience the most extreme seasonal changes anywhere on the planet, with 15 years in the darkness of polar winter followed by 15 years in summer Sun. Cassini's unique vantage point (Fletcher et al. 2008) revealed that hot, compact polar cyclones exist, locked at both poles of Saturn despite huge seasonal swings in temperature (figure 3). These tropospheric cyclones, first identified by their high temperatures in thermal images, appear as circular vortices with steep, hurricane-like eyewalls that lie 2-3° away from the poles. Their centres are depleted in gaseous species and clouds, suggesting that the atmosphere sinks deep into Saturn right at the poles, at the very pinnacle of a global scale circulation pattern with rising currents at low latitudes. Cassini's imaging even showed that these eyewalls cast shadows across the deeper cloud decks (figure 3b), and recent observations have suggested that the north polar cyclone, now fully illuminated by the Sun, has taken on a remarkable blue colouration consistent with this region being free of aerosols. Cassini's observations mean that Saturn joins the list of worlds exhibiting polar vortices, from Venus's dipolar vortex to the warm vortex at the south pole of Neptune. Intriguingly, Jupiter has no polar vortex; it has large cyclones throughout the polar atmosphere.
At higher altitudes, in the stratosphere, Saturn features large, seasonal polar vortices reaching ~15° away from the pole. Cassini's data series have shown that these vortices form in spring, develop high temperatures and anomalous chemistry during the summer, then dissipate in the autumn and winter. This is the reverse of Earth's cyclonic polar vortices in the upper troposphere and stratosphere, which strengthen in winter and weaken in summer. At the time of writing, we are still anticipating the formation of a hot, stratospheric vortex above Saturn's northern summer pole. We don't know whether this will be a gradual or sudden change, but we hope that it will happen in time for Cassini to see it.
The northernmost eastward jet at 78°N is the site of a peculiar, long-lived feature that was first seen by Voyager in 1981, then by Hubble in the 1990s and was rediscovered by Cassini in 2006. This jet stream takes on a sinusoidal appearance, meandering from north to south just as our own jet stream does on Earth. But viewed from above, from the vantage point of Cassini, it forms a perfect six-sided hexagon encircling the north pole ( figure 4) . This hexagon appears remarkably stable, and is almost locked to the planet's 10.7-hour rotation period. Theorists disagree about whether this feature is shallow (a simple oscillation of the jet at the cloud tops) or whether it penetrates deep into Saturn. The original Voyager observations spotted a large vortex nearby and it was postulated that interaction between the jet and the vortex could have caused the hexagonal pattern. But Cassini hasn't seen anything similar and the best suggestion is that the hexagon represents some instability in this jet that has grown and stabilized as this meandering pattern. There's nothing comparable in the south (figure 4), potentially because the most southerly eastward jet is at a different -and possibly more stable -latitude (74°S). It's exciting to wonder whether we'll see further evidence of such polygonal waves and polar cyclones on the other giants of our solar system.
Equatorial heartbeat
The more we study Saturn, the more we realize that the phenomena shaping Earth's climate have counterparts in the outer solar system. Earth's tropical atmosphere features a quasi-biennial oscillation (the QBO, with an average 28-month period) in the stratosphere, whereby zones of alternating eastward and westward winds sink downwards with a well-defined period. On Earth, this has been described as one of the "Theorists disagree on whether the hexagon is shallow or penetrates deep into Saturn"
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most regular climate phenomena that we have: the planet's heartbeat. It is driven by a whole spectrum of atmospheric waves, radiated upwards from convection in the troposphere. When those waves reach a certain altitude, they deposit their energy and accelerate winds, making the whole pattern move downwards. Earth-based telescopic observations of Jupiter in the 1980s and 1990s discovered a jovian counterpart to Earth's QBO, and Cassini has demonstrated that Saturn is no different -a similar chain of eastward and westward winds is slowly sinking over the equatorial stratosphere with a ~15-year period (Fletcher et al. 2015) . The changing wind directions are accompanied by an oscillation in equatorial temperatures. This makes the equator brighten and dim in the infrared twice every saturnian year. Cassini has now monitored this pattern over a full cycle, watching as the pattern descends through the stratosphere. It might even help explain why measurements of Saturn's equatorial winds appear to have changed over time, as described above. This pattern seems to be a common feature of planetary atmospheres, and the implications are far-reaching -waves drive these oscillating patterns, and form a means to connect different regions of an atmosphere that are geographically separated from one another. Maybe the phase of the equatorial pattern influences storm activity at other latitudes, or the formation and dissipation of the polar vortices? What seems clear is that Saturn's atmosphere is a highly coupled, intricate system evolving over long timescales, and that continued observations beyond Cassini are required to understand them.
Planet-encircling storms
While the overarching picture of Saturn's atmosphere is one of slow evolution over many decades, Saturn is still able to spawn some surprises. Once every saturnian year, an enormous storm system erupts through the cloud decks, to the delight of professional and amateur astronomers alike (Sanchez-Lavega et al. 2016) . These yearly storms grow to completely engulf a broad latitude band, changing the thermal, chemical and cloud conditions in the storm band for many years. These plumes are powered by moist convection (i.e. they derive energy from the condensation of water), and dredge gases and fresh cloud mat erial up from the deeper atmo sphere. Once at the cloud tops, the new material is blown around the planet by the prevailing winds, creating a storm system that evolves from a single white spot to an enormous, planetencircling maelstrom.
Before Cassini, five such events had been noted, with a ~30-year period going back to the 19th century, at either the equator or northern mid-latitudes and always taking place after the northern summer solstice. The last great storm was in 1990 at the equator, and was observed by the newly launched Hubble Space Telescope. Cassini was incredibly lucky to witness the sixth great storm during northern spring in December 2010 (figure 5); this erupted before summer solstice and only two decades after the previous major storm.
The 2010 storm erupted near the location of a westward jet at around 40°N, the previous site of a chain of small cloud features known as the "String of Pearls". The storm plume was first identified by both amateur observers and Cassini as a small white spot. The head of the storm system moved westward with the prevailing flow, but material from the plume spread "downstream", eastwards, like the tail of a snake. High-resolution imaging and spectroscopy showed that the storm head was the site of intense and sustained activity, with lighting strikes, shockwaves and evolving chaotic loops and eddies, one of which formed a substantial new anticyclonic vortex that remains visible in Saturn's atmo sphere. Before long, the head and tail collided, creating a new white, chaotic band in Saturn's springtime hemisphere. The vigour of the storm produced lightning strikes that could be heard by Cassini's radio detectors, with intensities 10 000 times stronger than terrestrial lightning and peak rates of up to 10 strikes per second; fresh crystals and ammonia and water ice that could be detected in the near-infrared; and enormous changes to temperature and chemistry, seen in the thermal-infrared and microwave ranges.
The storm subsided in 2011 after a few months, but the cloud-free band left behind can still be seen today. Furthermore, the powerful convection spawned atmospheric waves that carried energy high into the planet's stratosphere. Here, the waves dumped their energy to produce an enormous hot vortex nicknamed "the beacon"; this was some 80 K warmer than the surrounding atmosphere and, at its peak, the largest vortex in the solar system at 50 000 km wide, three times bigger than Jupiter's Great Red Spot. The beacon was short-lived; it began to lose energy and cool, eventually disappearing in 2013. Scientists studying storm systems in all their guises were incredibly fortunate to have Cassini present during this exciting time, but many questions remain unanswered. Why, for example, do these eruptions happen once a saturnian year? And why are they only seen at the equator or in the northern spring/ summer hemisphere, and never in the south? It suggests that there could be some permanent asymmetry in Saturn, maybe set up by the slight differences between a northern summer (nearer aphelion) and a southern summer (nearer perihelion). Maybe the timescales are driven by the "relaxation" of the atmo sphere after the storm has passed, and once all the volatiles and clouds have cleared away. And what, if any, is the connection between the storm eruption and the String of Pearls pattern that preceded it? Only with detailed modelling of the powerful convective eruption will we come close to these answers.
After summer
Cassini's orbital exploration has tracked Saturn's atmospheric phenomena from solstice to solstice, revealing how the slow seasonal evolution of a giant planet can be spectacularly disrupted by dynamic phenomena in polar cyclones, tropical oscillations, and planet-encircling storm systems. At the time of writing, the venerable spacecraft is executing its most "The storm produced lightning strikes that were heard by Cassini's radio detectors"
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perilous orbits yet: 22 close north-to-south loops around the planet once every six days, passing between the innermost edge of the rings and within 1600 km of the top of the gaseous atmosphere. In May 2017, Saturn passed northern summer solstice and is entering a new season. These orbits constitute Cassini's Grand Finale, and five of the final planet-grazing orbits may even provide us with some in situ analysis of the wispy, tenuous upper atmosphere. The close proximity to Saturn is already delivering images with spectacular detail.
Saturday 16 September 2017 will mark the first day of the post-Cassini era. There are some ambitous proposals for further exploration of the moons Titan and Enceladus (e.g. TandEM; Coustenis et al. 2009 ). For Saturn's atmosphere, the next step is to find out what's beneath the clouds in those reservoirs hidden to remote sensing. Many species are extremely hard to constrain from orbit: some have no spectral fingerprints, such as noble gases, some signatures are hard to disentangle from other spectral effects -helium for example -and some condense to form clouds -ammonia and water -so that their deep reservoirs are inaccessible to us. For these species, one or more probes, descending under parachute, will be required to constrain their abundances, rather like the Galileo probe did for Jupiter in 1995. That mission delivered a step change in our understanding of Jupiter's origins. By revealing the elemental enrichments and isotopic composition of Jupiter's atmosphere, it provided evidence in support of the core accretion theory of planetary formation, enriching Jupiter in heavy elements compared to the protosun.
Did the same process take place at Saturn, does it have a core, and whereabouts in the young solar system did it form? Only in situ measurements from a descent probe can provide answers.
Scientists at both ESA and NASA have bold plans to accomplish this goal in the late 2020s and 2030s, but mission selection is a competitive process. The Saturn probe concept has been submitted to ESA as a medium (M-class) mission, and to NASA's New Frontiers 4 call. Both would require a carrier spacecraft flying by the planet, providing complementary imaging at visible and infrared wavelengths, and then serving as a relay to send the probe data back to Earth. But there are other possibilities. For example, any mission flying to Uranus or Neptune could use Saturn as a gravitational slingshot. A mission delivering identical entry probes to Saturn and an ice giant would provide a wealth of new knowledge to compare these different classes of object (a gas giant and an ice giant). Alternatively, any missions to Titan or Enceladus could also carry an entry probe along with it, and serve as the required relay spacecraft. Sadly, for all of these concepts, we will have to wait a decade or more.
In the meantime, assets on Earth and in orbit will continue to observe Saturn to build on Cassini's legacy of discoveries, watching the northern summertime conditions evolve through to the autumnal equinox and next ring-plane crossing in June 2025. The 2020s will see first light for the next generation of enormous Earthbased observatories, such as the European Extremely Large Telescope with its 39 m primary mirror (almost four times wider than anything in use today). The James Webb Space Telescope, due for launch in 2018, will be able to observe Saturn with more sensitivity and better spectral resolution than anything the 20-year-old Cassini spacecraft is capable of (albeit at a much greater distance!). The capabilities of the amateur astronomy community have increased in leaps and bounds over the past decade, providing an incredible long-term monitoring dataset to understand seasonally evolving clouds and storm systems. Coupled with the rich harvest of Cassini data that will continue to be analysed by teams around the world, our exploration of Saturn will not end on 15 September 2017. But it has been a privilege to be involved in humankind's first comprehensive reconnaissance of the solar system's most beautiful ringed planet. "There are some ambitous proposals to explore Titan and Enceladus"
